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1 
This invention relates to improvements in outer 

garments, particularly shirts for sport usage, al 
though the invention lends itself equally well to 
coats, and for its general object aims to provide 
a slip-over garment which gives extreme free 
dom for passing the same over the head and yet 
gives to the wearer the relatively snug neck ?t 
which a dressy appearance demands. 
To the above ends, the invention consists in 

the new design of a slip-over garment having a 
one-piece front and with the collar of the gar 
ment being unattached, from the standpoint of 
a permanent stitching, to this front part of the 
garment along one side of the neck, the garment 
being further characterized in that the frontal 
edge of one side of an employed yoke piece, and 
namely the side which corresponds in point of 
its position to the loose end of the collar, is sep 
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arably connected to the upper margin of the ,, 
front, and in consequence of this separation per-E 
mits the neck opening to be expanded to a very 
wide compass and thus allowing the shirt to be 
passed with case over the head of the wearer. 
The invention further consists in the novel 

construction, combination and adaptation of the 
parts of the garment, and the garment as a 
whole, hereinafter described and claimed. 
A sport shirt constructed in accordance with 

the preferred embodiment of the invention is 
shown in the accompanying drawing, wherein 

Figure 1 is a fragmentary front elevational 
view con?ned to that part of the garment, and 
namely neck and shoulders, with which the pres 
ent invention is vconcerned, and illustrating the 
shirt as it appears in use upon the wearer. 

Fig. 2 is likewise a fragmentary front eleva 
tional view, but here showing the neck opening 
as having been widened to the maximum expanse 
of its permitted enlargement preparatory to 
donning the shirt; and 

Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2 excepting that 
the parts are shown as they appear after closing 
the neck opening and preparatory to turning 
over the pull-down ?ap of the collar. 
Referring to said drawings, the garment which 

I have elected to illustrate is a sleeved sport shirt 
of 1a collar-attached type, produced from any 
suitable material and preferably comprised, in 
sofar as the body of the shirt is concerned, of a 
front, a back, and a yoke, and I designate these 
parts by the numerals E5, '6, and 1, respectively. 
The back and the yoke part are or may be fash 
ioned in the usual manner and are connected, 
also as is customary, by a horizontal line of 
stitching 8. The front of the garment is of one 
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2 
piece ‘construction and is formed with a reen 
trant V-cut placed central to the length ‘of the 
upper edge, and this V-cut, when the front, back 
and yoke are together, registers with a comple 
mentary reentrant cut placed central to the 
length of the yoke, the two registering cuts pro 
ducing the neck opening for the shirt. In sew 
ing the front part 5 to the yoke piece ‘I, a line of 
stitching, as 9, runs from one sleeve [0 coexten 
sive of the length of the related shoulder, but 
from the other side of the neck opening to the 
other sleeve H the said front and yoke are un 
attached for the greater part of the length to 
produce a shoulder gap. The resulting free edge 
_I2 of the garment’s front part and the opposite 
ly placed free edge l3 of the yoke 1, and, namely, 
the two edges which describe the margins of the 
shoulder gap, are each ?nished with a suit-able 
hem and there is attach-ed to these hemmed edges 
the usual tooth-carrying webs which form the 
mating complements of a zipper-type fastening. 
The two lines of zipper teeth (see Fig. 2) are de 
noted M and I5, and the traveler with its ?nger 
engaged tab which operates to lock and unlock 
the teeth is designated [6. The application of 
the zipper to the shoulder opening is such, when 
the zipper is operated to draw the edges I2 and 
I3 together and thus close the shoulder opening, 
that the hemmed frontal margin of the yoke then 
substantially conceals the zipper, and this is to 
say that the yoke’s frontal edge performs a lap 
ping function inrespect of the zipper when the 
latter is closed. _ 
Completing my shirt is a turn-down collar ar 

ranged to extend about the opening, and while 
a major part of this collar is, ?xedly attached to 
the body proper 0f the garment, the garment is 
peculiarized in that an end of the collar is left 
free. This free end isthe end which traverses 
the shoulder opening, and its length approxi 
mates the length of the free side I '8 of the neck’s 
V-cut. The free part of the collar is comprised 
of two foldably associated wings 20 and 2d, the 
one fold 20 constituting a free prolongation of 
the collar’s attached neck band 22, and the other 
fold 2| a free prolongation of the collar’s at 
tached turn-down ?ap 23. When the garment 
is being worn, these two wing folds are adapted 
one to overlie and the other to underlie the v 
-cut’s free edge l8, and the complements of a snap 
fastening, as 24 and '25, are affixed to the gar 
ment’s front part 5 and to the extreme outer 
end of the wing 20 for detachably securing the 
one to the other. 
When it is desired to don the garment, and 
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in order that the same may be easily slipped over 
the head, it becomes necessary only that the 
wearer disengage the snap element 24 from the 
snap element 25 and lay the free end of the col 
lar iback coincident with the act of unzipping 
the shoulder gap. After the garment has been 
passed over the head, the reverse procedure is 
performed and the garment then has substan 
tially the appearance in which ‘it is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. 

It is thought that my improved slip-over gar 
ment will be clear from the foregoing. It is 
pointed out, however, that while I have described 
my invention in substantially the exact manner 
in which I now prefer to produce the'same, I do 
not intend to con?ne myself to this precise con 
struction. It is believed to be quite obvious that 
some variation may be made, and I therefore in 
tend that the claims shall be read with only such 
limitations as are expressly introduced thereto 
to distinguish the present invention from prior 
knowledge in the art. 
What I claim is: 
1. A shirt of the slip-over type providing a 

neck opening in the body-proper of the garment, 
and having, a, pull-down collar attached per 
manentlyto the body proper of the shirt through 
a portion only of the length of the collar and 
such as to leave one end of the collar free, said 
free end being comprised of a neck band ar 
ranged to underlie and a turned-down flap ar 
ranged’ to overlie the body proper of the shirt 
along the related margin of the neck opening, 
said neck band having the plan con?guration of 
an elongated tetragon and being unattached to 
any part of the shirt other than the ?ap with 
said attachment extending only along the long 
side of the tetragonal ?gure, one shoulder of the 
shirt having a closeable gap leading laterally as 
a reentrant slit from theneck opening and origi 
nating at a point approximately coinciding with 
the juncture of the free with the attached por 
tions of the collar. ' 

2. A shirt of the slip-over type providing a 
neck opening in the body proper of the garment, 
and having a pull-down collar attached per 
manently to the body proper of the shirt through 
a portion only of the length of the collar and 
such as to leave one endof the collar free, said 
free end being comprised of a neck band ar 
ranged to underlie and a turn-down ?ap ar 
ranged to overlie the body proper of the shirt 
along the related margin of the neck opening, 
said neck band having the plan con?guration of 
an elongated tetragon‘and being‘ uattached to 
ay part of the shirt other than the ?ap with said 
attachment extending only along the long side of 
the tetragonal ?gure and with the angle which 
lies between said attached side and the outer 
most end edge being obtuse, one shoulder of the 
shirt having a closeable gap leading laterally as 
a reentrant slit fromrthe neck opening and origi 
nating at a point approximately coinciding with 
the juncture of the free with the attached por 
tions of the collar. 

3. A shirt of the slip-over type providing 
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meeting waist and shoulder-yoking sections act 
ing together to provide a neck opening, and hav 
ing a pull~down collar for the neck opening per 
manently attached through only a portion of the 
length of the collar leaving an end free, said 
free end being comprised of a neck band ar 
ranged to underlie and a turn-down flap ar 
ranged to overlie the related margin of the neck 
opening, said neck-band part of the collar’s free 
portion having the plan con?guration of an elon 
gated tetragon and being unattached to any part 
of the shirt other than the ?ap with said at 
tachment extending only along the long side of 
the tetragonal ?gure, the shirt being formed to 
present a closeable'gap leading laterally as a re 
entrant slit from the neck opening and origi 
nating at a point approximately coinciding with 
the juncture of the free with the attached por 
tion of the collar, and fastening devices for clos 
ing the gap provided along the meeting edges of 
the latter, one of the two meeting. edges which 
produce said shoulder gap presenting a ?ap ar 
ranged, when said fastening devices are fastened, 
to project as a ?y over and beyond the fastening 
device for concealing the fastening devices. 

4. A shirt of the slip-over type providing meet— 
ing waist and shoulder-yoking sections acting to 
gether to provide a neck opening, and having'a 
pull-down collar attached permanently to the 
body proper of the shirt‘ through only a portion 
of the length of the collar leaving an end free, 
said free end being comprised of a neck band ar 
ranged to underlie and a turn-down ?ap ar 
ranged to overlie the related margin of the neck 
opening, the shirt being formed to present a 
closeable gap leading laterally as a reentrant slit 
from the neck opening and having the compo 
nents of a zipper fastening provided along the 
meeting edges of said closeable gap arranged, 
when zipped for closing, to work in the direction 
of the neck opening, and also providing a flap 
arrangedwhen said zipper is zipped into closed 
condition, to project as a ?y over and beyond the 
closed zipper to substantially conceal both‘ com~ 
ponents of said zipper fastening, said closeable 
gap originating at a point approximately coincid 
ing with the juncture ofv the free with the at 
tached portion of the collar and extending along 
a line parallel, or approximately parallel, with the 
crest of the ga'rment’s shoulder. 

WALTER A. RIGGS. 
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